
Claire Foxworth
Los Angeles, CA

(248) 765-9195 clairefoxworth23@gmail.com LinkedIn

Experience
Production Intern Rooster Teeth, Los Angeles, CA
Summer 2021, Spring 2022

- Used the Adobe Suite to utilize graphic design, digital media, and post production skills
- Rigged and animated 2D puppets in Adobe Animate for clips
- Helped increase the number of Unique Viewers; a highly valued metric
- Discussed creative decisions and endeavors with team members remotely via Slack

Assistant Camera Stoopid Buddy Stoodios, Burbank, CA
May 2021

- Responsible for camera equipment and accessories for di�erent shots
- Composed and framed shots to highlight subjects and create desired e�ects
- Operate zoom lenses, changing images according to specifications and rehearsal

instructions
- Confer with directors, sound and lighting technicians, electricians, and other crew members

to discuss assignments and determine lighting and filming requirements

Stage Intern Open The Portal, Los Angeles, CA
August 2020 - November 2020

- Worked closely with the camera team to organize and track assets and procedures as they
pertain to production

- Planned and assembled lighting fixtures to properly set the tone and mood for each shot, as
well as programmed the lighting in Dragonframe

- Attended directors meetings and discussed notes for scene changes
- Shadowed senior animators to help plan blocking, pop-thru, and final animation

Animation Student Representative Laguna College of Art + Design, CA
September 2020 - May 2022

- Elected by the student body two terms in a row to represent the animation major
- Planned and budgeted events, kept fellow students informed, and discussed student

concerns with department heads
- Scheduled weekly meetings with other student representatives and the Board of Trustees to

discuss school events and help foster an engaging LCAD community

Skills
Programs

- Airtable, Rapidcue, Storyboard Pro, Final Draft, MAYA, Dragonframe, TVPaint, ToonBoom
Harmony, Adobe and Google Suite, Microsoft O�ce

Affiliations
Student Leader of the Year, Laguna College of Art + Design, 2022
Women in Animation Production Mentee, WIA, 2022
President of the Women in Animation chapter, LCAD, 2021-2022
Girl Scouts of America, 2004-2016

Education
Laguna College of Art + Design (LCAD) 2018-2022
BFA in Character Animation
Sheridan College, Ontario, Canada 2017-2018
Certificate in Art Fundamentals
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